Subcortical correlates of the auditory brain stem potentials in the monkey: bipolar EEG and multiple unit activity responses.
Bipolar EEG and multiple unit activity (MUA) responses correlated to the vertex auditory brain stem potentials (ABSP) were recorded in different brain stem and diencephalic primary auditory pathways and other anatomically related structures of large monkeys under barbiturate anesthesia. Bipolar EEG responses were recorded bilaterally to monaural stimulation and were formed by 3 or more of 6 consecutive components labeled A, B, C, D, E and F (peak latencies of 3.8, 4.2, 4.6, 5.0, 7.8 and 11.8 msec) correlated in latency with waves III, IV, V, VI, VII and SP3 of the ABSP, respectively. Component B was prominent and showed clearcut reverse polarity at the trapezoid body (TB) and superior olivary complex (SOC), while components C and F inverted and everted polarity at the mesencephalic reticular formation (MRF) and medial geniculate nucleus thalami (MG). Subcortical MUA peaks A, B, C, D and E time locked to the stimulus presentation correlated in latency to those of the bipolar EEG responses. In addition, a significant correlation was found between percentage amplitude of the subcortical EEG response components and MUA peaks in different structures contra- (r = 0.847) and ipsilateral (r = 0.973) to the stimulated ear. Although a single wave of the vertex ABSP correlated in latency with more than one response component in different subcortical loci, amplitude of component A was significantly larger (P less than or equal to 0.02) at TB ipsilateral, B at TB and SOC bilateral, and C and F at MRF, and D and E at MG contralateral to the stimulated ear.